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About This Game

BUILD THE PERFECT DECK TO WIN FAST, AUTOMATED CARD BATTLES

Cabals: Card Blitz is a free-to-play deck-building collectible card game in which you:

• Focus on pure, pristine deck-building
• Fight super fast 30-second auto-battles

• Choose your own path through a non-linear PvE map
• Fight in PvP matches without ever waiting for enemies

• Fuse existing cards to entirely new ones that can’t be bought
• Conquer strongholds and defend them against attackers

In Cabals: Card Blitz you pass an inter-dimensional portal to the world of Aea, a strange land of occult magic and steampunk-
inspired technology. Your task is to discover powerful cards, build your deck and enter battle with the sinister creatures of Aea.

During your adventure, you will engage in a challenging loop of battling new enemies, developing fresh tactics, evolving your
cards and re-tuning your decks to achieve victory.

DECK BUILDING AND BATTLES

Skillful deck building is crucial in Cabals: Card Blitz. The game features a wide array of stunning, HAND PAINTED CARDS
to collect, each with their own unique powers and abilities. You’ll need to choose the right combination of cards to defeat
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different opponents, who all have their own battle strategies.

In battle, your cards are drawn automatically and face off against the enemy cards, introducing an exciting chance factor into a
skill-based game. After a first battle, you’ll know your enemy’s deck. What’s the probability you should beat it with the correct

combination of cards? How many battles should it take you to win?

Thanks to the speed slider in battle, you’re in control of how quickly the action happens. Crank it up to maximum for SUPER-
FAST 30 SECOND BATTLES, or take it slower to focus on the abilities of your opponent. If you lose a battle, it’s back to the

Deck Editor to re-tune your deck for a different strategy, and then leap back into the action.

As you collect more cards you’ll use the Anvil to evolve them, creating more powerful versions of your cards. And once you’ve
unlocked CARD FUSION, your options expand dramatically, with super powerful new cards to be forged.

SINGLE PLAYER AND MULTIPLAYER MODES

Cabals: Card Blitz features a rich, single-player adventure mode alongside an instant multiplayer mode. Whether you want to
focus on exploring Aea and discovering new cards or on taking on other players in PvP battles is entirely up to you.

In the single player mode, you will explore a map of the alternate world of Aea, a vast realm of scorching deserts, icy plains and
lethal rain forests. You choose your own path through this world, unlocking new regions by completing battles. You can also
conquer strongholds, which will generate daily rewards for you in the form of gold, new cards, and valuable gems. As you

proceed through Aea the battles become progressively tougher, ensuring you always have a challenge to face.

The player versus player mode sits right alongside single player, so your deck and characters can be used in both. PvP mode in
Cabals: Card Blitz is designed to guarantee you always have opponents to face, as you can play against offline rivals. This
means NO WAITING around in lobbies for invitations to be accepted, or disappointment if other players drop out of battle
halfway through. PvP mode is a great way to test out your deck, earn gold, and climb the leaderboard. And, if another player

challenges your deck and you win, you pick up rewards as well!

WHO IS THE GAME FOR?

• CCG PLAYERS who enjoy the challenge of learning about card abilities and building powerful decks
• RPG PLAYERS who relish levelling up their characters and fighting weird creatures

• ADVENTURE GAMERS who love exploring unique universes and appreciate beautiful artwork
• MULTITASKERS! The fastest CCG in the world is the perfect filler/side game for busy players.

• YOUR DOG. Everyone knows dogs love CCGs.

THE FUTURE OF CABALS: CARD BLITZ

Cabals: Card Blitz is the latest game from Finnish developers Kyy Games and is a follow-up to their critically-acclaimed
2009 release Cabals: Magic & Battle Cards, which earned a hardcore following of CCG fans. Although set in the same

universe, the gameplay is very different, with Cabals: Card Blitz leaning far more into deck building strategy and exploration.

As a well-established games developer, Kyy are committed to the long-term future of Cabals: Card Blitz and will regularly add
new cards, heroes, map regions, events and other features. We’re excited about welcoming the Steam Community into the world

of Cabals: Card Blitz. We hope you enjoy this fresh and entirely new take on CCG gaming!
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Many spoiled kids complaining about graphics, gameplay, etc. For a 41 year-old geek like me, whose first videogame
experience was Pong... this game is my childhood dream come true. Maybe it's not the fanciest game I've ever played, but this
time I really felt I was in the holodeck.
Of course, as with any new technology, there are many challenges and limitations... but we have to consider that only a few
years ago affordable VR was a chimera.
I salute developers willing to work with these constraints, trying to turn their vision into reality despite the difficulties, and
setting the path for others to profit when things become easier.

. Breathtakingly beautiful, fast, and fun with a soundtrack I honestly don't think I could get tired of.. Positiv
Very exciting.
Very interesting.
Kawaii Pixel Art ^-^ Like a visual novel :3

-Negativ
Game is tooo short.
The windows are too tiny.
No motivation to play this game ,-,. First of all: I played VR Shooter Guns many hours at a friend's house before I got my own
HTC Vive, so pure experience here!

At this time (after Friday 13th update) it's a 9\/10 rating. Why?

Does what it claims: Fast highscore-hunting game that is fun the 10th, 20th and 50th time you play it. You can
squeeze out more points for the global highscore list by developing new tactics and learning to handle those evil
turrets (Yes, you can really beat those!)

Simple arcade concept that everyone understands (at the latest after the tutorial)

Even more fun when competeting with your friends (yes, it's entertaining to watch others while you take a
break!) - works even better with new CONTEST-mode!

No childish cartoon-graphics or cheap VR adaption! It's an up-to-date genuine VR-game and you can feel that!

Controls and aiming work precisely

Developer addresses user requests, no bugs experienced

Achievements and trading cards
For me the price is just about right. Sometimes you pay double for a game with 6-8 hours game time that you
definitely won't play ever again, so with all those hours spent on various accounts playing VR Shooter guns it is
really worth it!

If you are still hesitating to buy this game, read the review at VideoGamers (google translate) - that guy is
absolutely right (still applicable after the update)!

The missing point for a 10\/10 rating is just because I'd like to keep the developers motivated producing further
improvements! ;-). Great puzzle strategy with feels of SpaceChem working simulation. Quite more easyful, but
with education of handful natural disasters.
There's green trees can be enemy, and forest fire will be your friend.. A glorified P2W mobile game with little to
no choices and a linear career. Like all of the Avadon series this game is about the story and story it has. It's
telling the story of a land and it's people and you can be an influence in it too. What you do really affects and
makes a difference.
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Are you a fan of stories that are a bit more about the "Gray area" of morality? Then Avadon is a story you
might want to engage in!

This is the third in the series and I do HIGHLY reccomend you've played through 1 and 2 (Or at least most of
them) else a lot of what is done in this will feel a little odd. While the game can stand alone without knowing the
history I've found having played the previous two it definitely helps.

Very good combat strategy required and the slight changes they've made to how mana and health are both
regenerated and treated in combat are improvements over the previous. Definitely this has been one of my
favorites in the series so far! I do love the character of Red Beard and it's hard to say is he the good guy or the
bad guy? You can be the judge of it... who REALLY is the bad guy in all this? That's up to you to decide
because in the end it's just what you believe...

. It is just plain bad. Has bad graphics, has the quality of a free game, and it is a typical game you can find
anywhere on the internet for FREE.. I like it, its fun. Couldn't stop playing it the day I bought it. Worth the buy
if you like puzzle game and anime style things... The Inner Darkness is a good but sort horror game, but its
story time.

You play as a guy who wakes up in a weird Forest with a terrible stomach wound and you must find help.

Now what I liked about this game, good puzzles. A creepy atmosphere. Vary platforming.

Now for what I did not like, Price too high especially for a game this sort. No achievements. And lastly could
have done better with a bigger story, especially when you get to the end.

Now I say get this game. But only when it’s on sale.
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I got this DLC in the complete pack. All off them suffer from the same flaws so this review is copied to all of them.

Now. The skins and weapons are totally fine. The problem here is the extreme pricing and the fact that this game has a modding
community with better, free, stuff. They even admit that a lot of this is made by said community. I as a console peasant and a
sucker did not get this simple fact and pronounced \u201cYes! I do want to pay more!\u201d.

Don\u2019t be like me. Don\u2019t suck, blow\u2026 wait, what?. I have been searching for a game like Slicks 'n Slide for
years now, and this is as close as any has gotten.

The controls are fine. You can choose between the sensible default 'Relative' controls (thrust, brake, turn left, turn right) and
'Absolute' (accelerates you in the direction being pressed) which... would probably take some getting used to.

The handling feels a little wooden. I would've liked some more sliding around corners, but it still takes some skill to get around the
tracks fast.

The tracks are fine. More would be welcome, of course, but none of them are awful or anything. Rather a handful of decent tracks
than hundreds of filler.

The camera, like the controls, can be set from 'Dynamic' which zooms in on the action, to 'Static' which shows the entire track on
screen. Just like good ol' Slicks 'n Slide

Online play is available, but honestly, I got it for local multiplayer and for that purpose this game is more than worth it. While you
can't define your keys (like in Slicks 'n Slide) at least it allows two players to use the keyboard.. I love the music, I got this because I
had bought shelter 2 first. Beautiful music and reasonably priced. Would recommend. Yule love it!. so i thought it was pretty great.
Talked with some great people. Until one day the "host" decided to get mad at me because someone in the room was speaking arabic
so he banned me???? dont really know what that is about but whatever I only recommend this game if you are willing to bow down
to whoever is the current host or be banned. Im personally not one for putting up with some guy getting off to having a sense of
authority.. The game is fun. It's neat. It's... very, very trippy. The trailer does not embellish. The problem is that it has a few small
bugs and one huge, nasty bug.

One of the conversation topics with friendly aliens results in part of the interface becoming inoperable. Sometimes first contact will
glitch out and bork the interface even if a new game is started. And then there's saving...

Saving is automatic when you go to the main menu. Sometimes saving will work. Most of the time it will not. This means that all of
the progress you have made could be flushed down the toilet when you exit, and you won't realize until you start the game up again.
You can easily spend hours experiencing this game, only to have to start again at square one next time you play.. looks like this
game's...
not so legendary
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